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They share a concern that legalization will undermine a society's respect for the inviolability and sanctity of
life. Even when a man is a bad man, humanity in his person is worthy of esteem. A man is engaged in a
conspiracy for the public interest; is seized upon suspicion; is threatened with the rack; and knows from his
own weakness that the secret will be extorted from him: Could such a one consult the public interest better
than by putting a quick period to a miserable life? It sometimes seems as if those who challenge the traditional
position form one front. There are many circumstances under which life ought to be sacrificed. All the criteria
set by Dutch law were met. For these reasons, he also advocates a general policy to provide care and treatment
for persons in a Persistent Vegetative State  For the patient, suicide, even under assistance, may be a lonelier
and more emotionally burdening experience. But in the current climate, you are more at risk of the opposite, as
more and more hospitals are refusing life-saving treatment to people who want it. But under which conditions?
Already in an early stage of that debate the existence of a moral difference between killing and letting die was
contested. Has the patient not been too demanding? To some, it may. They visit them often, and take great
pains to make their time pass easily. Ross that some moral dilemmas cannot be solved with the help of the
Principle of Double Effect. An example of its effectiveness is the following story. If euthanasia becomes
common practice, society's high esteem for biographical human life may erode  The next morning she returned
and, without waking the patient, performed the euthanasia as agreed. Describe the story of Cleombrotus and
say how Augustine responds to this. However, there was no information about how the patients were helped to
understand their situation, or whether any adjustments needed to be made to support understanding. This is a
refreshing approach. If upon account of age and infirmities I may lawfully resign any office, and employ my
time altogether in fencing against these calamities, and alleviating as much as possible the miseries of my
future life: Why may I not cut short these miseries at once by an action which is no more prejudicial to
society? In , the Supreme Court convicted a home physician, Sutorius, for helping one of his patients to die.
Moreover, there is an essential difference: the policeman has only one option to end the suffering, but doctors
often have more means, from painkillers and tranquillizers to full sedation. What is the meaning then of that
principle, that a man who, tired of life, and hunted by pain and misery, bravely overcomes all the natural
terrors of death and makes his escape from this cruel scene; that such a man, I say, has incurred the
indignation of his Creator by encroaching on the office of divine providence, and disturbing the order of the
universe? Some of these parallels are, in fact, disquieting, such as the one between Peter Singer and William J.
Gorsuch , and John Keown  Was there no undue pressure from family members? In many countries, intense
discussions took place. The main reasons for this legal preference seem to be formal: in the case of assisted
suicide, the primary actor is no longer alive.


